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Kwame Alexander, Newbery Winning and Bestselling Author  
Basketball and the spoken word??  The Unforeseen Slam Dunk 

 

Dear Editor or Producer:


Kwame Alexander’s unlikely pairing of basketball and the spoken word is causing a sensation with 
readers across the country.  Critics say “Alexander is unstoppable” while The New York Times called him 
“one of the country’s most innovative children’s book authors.”


He will be touring on a "rock-star” type bus wrapped with the cover of his latest book, REBOUND.  Go 
with him as he surprises “super-fans” early in the AM and witness him igniting the power of poetry for 
hundreds of kids via a literary pep rally.


REBOUND (on-sale April 2, 2018) the follow-up to The Crossover, takes Alexander’s high impact style of 
poetry to new heights to start National Poetry Month and the NBA post season.


In 2015 the literary world was taken by surprise with Alexander’s Newbery award-winning, The 
Crossover, a sports novel written in verse.  This unlikely blend of sports and poetry turned thousands of 
readers into poetry lovers.  The synthesis of sports and poetry was so unlikely, it was rejected by 20 top 
publishers before becoming a New York Times bestseller.


Alexander was able to do something fresh and new by using the energy of poetry to mirror the energy of 
basketball.  Discuss with him why the pairing of sports and poetry is the most natural thing in the world 
for kids while adults dismissed the idea over and over again for years.  His books also cross economic/ 
race/ and class lines.  Kids in the suburbs love his work as much as kids in the cities.


You may also recognize Alexander’s name from his ESPN viral protest poem video “Take a Knee,” his 
appearance on Comedy Central, or as a regular commentator on NPR's "Morning Edition".


Looking forward to speaking to you about the possibilities.  Thank you for your consideration!


All my best,

Rhalee


Rhalee Rhalee Hughes Perry

                rhalee hughes public relations + marketing 
              o. 212.260-2244 | m. 917.224 -4457 | e. rhughes@rhalee.com
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